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Abstract

Motivated by the recent proof of the Stanley–Wilf conjecture, we study the asymptotic behavior
number of permutations avoiding a generalized pattern. Generalized patterns allow the requirem
some pairs of letters must be adjacent in an occurrence of the pattern in the permutation, and con
patterns are a particular case of them.

We determine the asymptotic behavior of the number of permutations avoiding a consecutive
showing that they are an exponentially small proportion of the total number of permutations. Fo
other generalized patterns we give partial results, showing that the number of permutations avoidi
grows faster than for classical patterns but more slowly than for consecutive patterns.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One of the most important breakthroughs in the subject of pattern-avoiding permutatio
been the proof by Marcus and Tardos [17] of the so-called Stanley–Wilf conjecture, whic
been open for over a decade. This is a basic result regarding the asymptotic behavio
number of permutations that avoid a given pattern. It states that for any patternσ there exists
a constantλ such that, ifαn(σ ) denotes the number ofσ -avoiding permutations of sizen, then
αn(σ ) < λn. The notion of pattern avoidance that this result is concerned with is the sta
one, namely, where a permutation is said to avoid a pattern if it does not contain any subse
which is order-isomorphic to it.
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In [3], Babson and Steingrímsson introduced the notion ofgeneralized patterns, which allows
the requirement that certain pairs of letters of the pattern must be adjacent in any occurr
it in the permutation. One particular case of these areconsecutive patterns, which were indepen
dently studied by Elizalde and Noy [10]. For a subsequence of a permutation to be an occ
of a consecutive pattern, its elements have to appear in adjacent positions of the permuta

Analogously to the case of classical patterns, it is natural to study the asymptotic be
of the number of permutations avoiding a generalized pattern. This problem is far from
understood. It follows from our work that for most generalized patterns the number of per
tions avoiding them behaves very differently than in the case of classical patterns. In this
we determine the asymptotic behavior for the case of consecutive patterns, showing thaσ is
a consecutive pattern andαn(σ ) denotes the number of permutations of sizen avoiding it, then
limn→∞ n

√
αn(σ )/n! is a positive constant. For some particular generalized patterns we obta

same asymptotic behavior, and for patterns of length 3 the problem is solved as well. Ho
the general case remains open, and it seems from our investigation that there is a big r
possible asymptotic behaviors. For some generalized patternsσ of length 4 we give asymptoti
upper and lower bounds onαn(σ ).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the definitions and notat
generalized pattern avoidance. We also mention some generating function techniques tha
used in the paper, as well as previous results regarding consecutive patterns. In Section 3
the exponential generating functions for permutations avoiding a special kind of gene
patterns, extending the results from [10]. In Section 4 we study the asymptotic behavion

goes to infinity of the number of permutations of sizen avoiding a generalized pattern, solvi
the problem only in some cases. In Section 5 we give lower and upper bounds on the num
12-34-avoiding permutations, and in Section 6 we obtain a similar result for the pattern 1
Finally, in Section 7 we discuss some open problems and further research.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we define most of the notation that will be used later on. We start introd
the notion of generalized pattern avoidance.

2.1. Generalized patterns

These patterns, which were introduced by Babson and Steingrímsson [3], extend the
cal notion of pattern avoidance. We will denote bySn the symmetric group on{1,2, . . . , n}.
Let n, m be two positive integers withm � n, and letπ = π1π2 · · ·πn ∈ Sn be a permuta
tion. A generalized patternσ is obtained from a permutationσ1σ2 · · ·σm ∈ Sm by choosing,
for eachj = 1, . . . ,m − 1, either to insert a dash—betweenσj andσj+1 or not. More formally,
σ = σ1ε1σ2ε2 · · · εm−1σm, where eachεj is either the symbol—or the empty string.

With this notation, we say thatπ contains(the generalized pattern)σ if there exist indices
i1 < i2 < · · · < im such that

(i) for eachj = 1, . . . ,m − 1, if εj is empty thenij+1 = ij + 1, and
(ii) ρ(πi1πi2 · · ·πim) = σ1σ2 · · ·σm, whereρ is the reduction consisting in relabeling the e

ments with{1, . . . ,m} so that they keep the same order relationships they had inπ . (Equiva-
lently, this means that for all indicesa andb, πia < πib if and only if σa < σb.)
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In this case,πi1πi2 · · ·πim is called anoccurrenceof σ in π .
If π does not containσ , we say thatπ avoidsσ , or that it isσ -avoiding. For example, the

permutationπ = 3542716 contains the pattern 12-4-3, and it has exactly one occurrence
namely the subsequence 3576. On the other hand,π avoids the pattern 12-43.

Observe that in the case whereσ has dashes in allm − 1 positions, we recover the classic
definition of pattern avoidance, because in this case condition (i) holds trivially. On the
end, the case in whichσ has no dashes corresponds to consecutive patterns. In this situat
occurrence ofσ in π has to be a consecutive subsequence. Consecutive patterns were intr
independently in [10], where the authors give generating functions for the number of
rences of certain consecutive patterns in permutations. Several papers deal with the enum
of permutations avoiding generalized patterns. In [7], Claesson presented a complete s
for the number of permutations avoiding any single 3-letter generalized pattern with exac
adjacent pair of letters. Claesson and Mansour [8] (see also [16]) did the same for any
such patterns. In [9], Elizalde and Mansour studied the distribution of several statistics o
mutations avoiding 1-3-2 and 1-23 simultaneously. On the other hand, Kitaev [13] invest
simultaneous avoidance of two or more 3-letter generalized patterns without dashes.

All the patterns that appear in this paper will be represented by the notation just descri
particular, a patternσ = σ1σ2 · · ·σm without dashes will denote a consecutive pattern. We
represent classical patterns by writing dashes between any two adjacent elements, na
σ1-σ2- · · · -σm.

If σ is a generalized pattern, letSn(σ ) denote the set of permutations inSn that avoidσ . Let
αn(σ ) = |Sn(σ )| be the number of such permutations, and let

Aσ (z) =
∑
n�0

αn(σ )
zn

n!

be the exponential generating function countingσ -avoiding permutations.

2.2. Labeled classes and exponential generating functions

Here we recall some basic machinery for exponential generating functions that will be
later. We direct the reader to [12] for a detailed account on combinatorial classes and the sy
method. LetA be a class of labeled combinatorial objects and let|ζ | be the size of an objec
ζ ∈ A. If An denotes the objects inA of sizen andan = |An|, then theexponential generatin
function, EGF for short, of the classA is

A(z) =
∑
ζ∈A

z|ζ |

|ζ |! =
∑
n�0

an

zn

n! .

In our context, the size of a permutation is simply its length.
There is a direct correspondence between set-theoretic operations (or “constructio

combinatorial classes and algebraic operations on EGFs. Table 1 summarizes this co
dence for the operations that are used in the paper. There “union” means union of disjoint
“labeled product” is the usual Cartesian product enriched with the relabeling operation, an
forms sets in the usual sense. Particularly important for us is the construction “boxed pr
A = B� ∗ C, which corresponds to the subset ofB � C (the usual labeled product) formed
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Table 1
The basic combinatorial constructions and their translation into exponential generating functions

Construction Operation on GF

Union A =B ∪ C A(z) = B(z) + C(z)

Labeled product A =B � C A(z) = B(z)C(z)

Set A = 	(B) A(z) = exp(B(z))

Boxed product A =B� � C A(z) = ∫ z
0
(

d
dt

B(t)
) · C(t) dt

Double boxed product A =B� � C A(z) = ∫ z
0

∫ y
0

(
d2

dt2
B(t)

) · C(t) dt dy

those pairs in which the smallest label lies in theB component. Another similar construction
the “double boxed product”A = B� ∗C, which denotes the subset ofB �C formed by those pair
in which both the smallest and the largest label lie in theB component.

2.3. Consecutive patterns of length3

For patterns of length 3 with no dashes, it follows from the trivial reversal and comple
tation operations thatαn(123) = αn(321) andαn(132) = αn(231) = αn(312) = αn(213). The
EGFs for these numbers are given in the following theorem of Elizalde and Noy [10], whic
will use later in the paper. The symbol∼ between two sequences indicates that they have
same asymptotic behavior.

Theorem 2.1 [10]. We have

A123(z) =
√

3

2

ez/2

cos(
√

3
2 z + π

6 )
, A132(z) = 1

1− ∫ z

0 e−t2/2 dt
.

Their coefficients satisfy

αn(123) ∼ γ1 · (ρ1)
n · n!, αn(132) ∼ γ2 · (ρ2)

n · n!,

whereρ1 = 3
√

3
2π

, γ1 = e3
√

3π , (ρ2)
−1 is the unique positive root of

∫ z

0 e−t2/2 dt = 1, andγ2 =
e(ρ2)

−2/2, the approximate values being

ρ1 = 0.8269933, γ1 = 1.8305194, ρ2 = 0.7839769, γ2 = 2.2558142.

Furthermore, for everyn � 4, we have

αn(123) > αn(132).

3. Patterns of the form 1-σ

In this section we study a very particular class of generalized patterns, namely those th
with 1-, followed by a consecutive pattern (i.e., without dashes).
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Proposition 3.1. Let σ = σ1σ2 · · ·σk ∈ Sk be a consecutive pattern, and let1-σ denote the gen
eralized pattern1-(σ1 + 1)(σ2 + 1) · · · (σk + 1). Then,

A1-σ (z) = exp

( z∫
0

Aσ (t) dt

)
.

Proof. Given a permutationπ , let m1 > m2 > · · · > mr be the values of its left-to-right minim
(recall thatπi is a left-to-right minimum ofπ if πj > πi for all j < i). We can writeπ =
m1w1m2w2 · · ·mrwr , where eachwi is a (possibly empty) subword ofπ , each of whose elemen
is greater thanmi . We claim thatπ avoids 1-σ if and only if each of the blockswi (more precisely
its reductionρ(wi)) avoids the consecutive patternσ . Indeed, it is clear that if one of the bloc
wi containsσ , thenmi together with the occurrence ofσ forms an occurrence of 1-σ . Conversely,
if π contains 1-σ , then the elements ofπ corresponding toσ have to be adjacent, and none
them can be a left-to-right minimum (since the element corresponding to ‘1’ has to be to
left), therefore they must be all inside the same blockwi for somei.

If we denote byA the class of permutations avoidingσ , then, in the notation of Table 1, th
class of permutations avoiding 1-σ can be expressed as

	
({z}� �A

)
,

where{z}� �A corresponds to a blockmiwi , with the box indicating that the left-to-right min
mum has the smallest label. The set construction arises from the fact given a collection of
miwi , there is a unique way to order them, namely with the left-to-right minima in decre
order. The expressionA1-σ (z) = exp(

∫ z

0 Aσ (t) dt) follows now from this construction.

Proposition 3.1 also appears independently in a preprint of Kitaev [14].

Example. The only permutation avoidingσ = 12 (respectivelyσ = 21) is the decreasing (re
spectively increasing) one. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1,

A1-23(z) = A1-32(z) = exp

( z∫
0

et dt

)
= eez−1,

the EGF for Bell numbers, which agrees with the result in [7].

Example. For the consecutive patterns 132, 231, 312 and 213, the generating function
number of permutations avoiding either of them is given in Theorem 2.1 (which follows
[10, Theorem 4.1]). Now, by Proposition 3.1, we get the following expression:

A1-243(z) = A1-342(z) = A1-423(z) = A1-324(z) = exp

( z∫
0

dt

1− ∫ z

0 e−u2/2 du

)
.
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Example. The EGF for permutations avoiding 123 or 321 is also given in Theorem 2.1.
position 3.1 implies now that

A1-234(z) = A1-432(z) = exp

(√
3

2

z∫
0

et/2 dt

cos(
√

3
2 t + π

6 )

)
.

Combined with the results of [10], Proposition 3.1 gives expressions for the EGFsA1-σ (z)

whereσ has one of the following forms:

σ = 123· · ·k,

σ = k(k − 1) · · ·21,

σ = 12· · ·a τ (a + 1),

σ = (a + 1) τ a(a − 1) · · ·21,

σ = k(k − 1) · · · (k + 1− a) τ ′ (k − a),

σ = (k − a) τ ′ (k + 1− a)(k + 2− a) · · ·k,

wherek, a are positive integers witha � k − 2, τ is any permutation of{a + 2, a + 3, . . . , k}
andτ ′ is any permutation of{1,2, . . . , k − a − 1}.

4. Asymptotic enumeration

Here we discuss the behavior of the numbersαn(σ ) asn goes to infinity, for a given genera
ized patternσ . We use the symbol∼ to indicate that two sequences of numbers have the s
asymptotic behavior (i.e., we writean ∼ bn if lim n→∞(an/bn) = 1), and we use the symbol	
to indicate that a sequence is asymptotically smaller than another one (i.e., we writean 	 bn if
limn→∞(an/bn) = 0).

Let us first consider the case of consecutive patterns.

Theorem 4.1. Let k � 3 and letσ ∈ Sk be a consecutive pattern.

(i) There exist constants0< c,d < 1 such that

cnn! < αn(σ ) < dnn!

for all n � k.
(ii) There exists a constant0< w � 1 such that

lim
n→∞

(
αn(σ )

n!
)1/n

= w.

Note thatc, d and w depend only onσ . Compare this result with the conjecture of W
limont [20] that for any consecutive patternσ there exist constantsγ > 0 andw < 1 such that
αn(σ )/n! ∼ γwn.
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Proof. The key observation is that, for any consecutive patternσ ,

αm+n(σ ) � αm(σ)αn(σ )

(
m + n

n

)
. (1)

To see this, just observe that aσ -avoiding permutation of lengthm + n induces two juxtapose
σ -avoiding permutations of lengthsm andn.

By induction onn � k one gets

αm+n(σ ) < dmm!dnn!
(

m + n

n

)
= dm+n(m + n)!

for some positived < 1.
For the lower bound, letτ = ρ(σ1σ2σ3) be the reduction of the first three elements ofσ .

Clearly Sn(τ ) ⊆ Sn(σ ) for all n, since an occurrence ofσ in a permutation produces also
occurrence ofτ , henceαn(τ) � αn(σ ). But the fact thatσ ∈ S3 implies thatαn(σ ) equals eithe
αn(123) or αn(132). In any case, by Theorem 2.1 we have that

αn(σ ) � αn(132) > cnn!
for somec > 0.

To prove part (ii), we can express (1) as

αm+n(σ )

(m + n)! � αm(σ)

m!
αn(σ )

n!
and applyFekete’s lemma(see [19, Lemma 11.6] or [11]) to the functionn!/αn(σ ) to conclude
that limn→∞(αn(σ )/n!)1/n exists. Calling itw, then part (i) implies that

w � 1 and w � lim
n→∞

(
αn(132)

n!
)1/n

= 0.7839769. �
In order to study the asymptotic behavior ofαn(σ ) for a generalized patternσ we separate

the problem into the following three cases. Assume from now on thatk � 3 and thatσ is a
generalized pattern of lengthk. We use the wordslot to refer to the place between two adjac
elements ofσ , where there can be a dash or not.

• Case 1. The patternσ has dashes between any two adjacent elements, i.e.,σ = σ1-σ2- · · · -σk .

These are just the classical patterns, which have been widely studied in the literatu
asymptotic behavior of the number of permutations avoiding them is given by the Stanley
conjecture, which has been recently proved by Marcus and Tardos [17], after several auth
given partial results over the last few years [1,2,5,15].

Theorem 4.2 (Stanley–Wilf conjecture, proved in [17]). For every classical patternσ =
σ1-σ2- · · · -σk , there is a constantλ (which depends only onσ ) such that

αn(σ ) < λn

for all n � 1.
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On the other hand, it is clear thatαn(σ ) � αn(ρ(σ1-σ2-σ3)) = Cn ∼ (1/
√

πn)4n, whereCn

denotes thenth Catalan number. As shown by Arratia [2], Theorem 4.2 is equivalent to
statement that limn→∞ n

√
αn(σ ) exists. The value of this limit has been computed for sev

classical patterns: it is clearly 4 for patterns of length 3, it is known [18] to be(k − 1)2 for
σ = 1-2-· · · -k, it has been shown [4] to be 8 forσ = 1-3-4-2, and it has recently been proved
Bóna [6] to be nonrational for certain patterns.

• Case 2. The patternσ has two consecutive slots without a dash(equivalently, three consec
utive elements without a dash between them), i.e.,σ = · · ·σiσi+1σi+2 · · ·.

Proposition 4.3. Let σ be a generalized pattern having three consecutive elements with
dash. Then there exist constants0< c,d < 1 such that

cnn! < αn(σ ) < dnn!
for all n � k.

Proof. For the upper bound, notice that if a permutation contains the consecutive p
σ1σ2σ3 · · ·σk obtained by removing all the dashes inσ , then it also containsσ . Therefore,
αn(σ ) � αn(σ1σ2σ3 · · ·σk) for all n, and now the upper bound follows from part (i) of The
rem 4.1.

For the lower bound, we use thatαn(σ ) � αn(ρ(σiσi+1σi+2)) � αn(132) > cnn!, where
σiσi+1σi+2 are three consecutive elements inσ without a dash. �

• Case 3. The patternσ has at least a slot without a dash, but not two consecutive slots wi
dashes.

This case includes all the patterns not considered in Cases 1 and 2. The asymptotic b
of αn(σ ) for these patterns is not known in general. The case of patterns of length 3 is co
by the following result, due to Claesson [7]. LetBn denote thenth Bell number, which counts
the number of partitions of ann-element set.

Proposition 4.4 [7]. Letσ be a generalized pattern of length3 with one dash.

(i) If σ ∈ {1-23,3-21,32-1,12-3,1-32,23-1,3-12,21-3}, thenαn(σ ) = Bn.
(ii) If σ ∈ {2-13,2-31,31-2,13-2}, thenαn(σ ) = Cn.

It is known that the asymptotic behavior of the Catalan numbers is given byCn ∼ (1/
√

πn)4n.
For the Bell numbers, one has the formula

Bn ∼ 1√
n
λ(n)n+1/2eλ(n)−n−1,

whereλ(n) is defined byλ(n) ln(λ(n)) = n. Another useful description of the asymptotic beh
ior of Bn is the following:

ln Bn = lnn − ln lnn + O

(
ln lnn

)
.

n lnn
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This shows in particular thatδn 	 Bn 	 cnn! for any constantsδ, c > 0.
For patternsσ of lengthk � 4 that have slots without a dash, but not two consecutive

without dashes, not much is known in general about the number of permutations avoiding
It follows from Cases 1 and 2 that

δn < α(σ1-σ2- · · · -σk) � αn(σ ) � α(σ1σ2 · · ·σk) < dnn!

for some constantsδ > 0 andd < 1. Clearly, if σ contains one of the patterns in part (i)
Proposition 4.4, then the lower bound can be improved toBn. However, determining the precis
asymptotic behavior ofαn(σ ) seems to be a difficult problem. In the rest of the paper we dis
a few partial results in this direction.

The next statement is about permutations of the form 1-σ .

Corollary 4.5. Letσ be a consecutive pattern, and let1-σ be defined as in Proposition3.1. Then,

lim
n→∞

(
αn(1-σ)

n!
)1/n

= lim
n→∞

(
αn(σ )

n!
)1/n

.

Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we know thatA1-σ (z) = exp(
∫ z

0 Aσ (t) dt). Since the exponential i
an analytic function over the whole complex plane, we obtain thatA1-σ (z) has the same radiu
of convergence asAσ (z), from where the result follows. �
5. The pattern 12-34

The next proposition gives an upper and a lower bound for the numbersαn(12-34). Given two
formal power seriesF(z) = ∑

n�0 fnz
n andG(z) = ∑

n�0 gnz
n, we use the notationF(z) <

G(z) to indicate thatfn < gn for all n, andF(z) 	 G(z) to indicate thatfn 	 gn.

Proposition 5.1. For k � 1, let

hk = 1+ 1

2
+ · · · + 1

k
,

bk(z) =
k∑

i=0

(
k

i

)2[
z + 2(hk−i − hi)

]
eiz,

ck(z) = e(k+1)z

k + 1
−

k∑
i=0

(
k

i

)(
k + 1

i

)[
z + 2(hk−i − hi) + 1

k + 1− i

]
eiz,

S(z) =
∑
k�1

bk(z) +
∑
k�1

ck(z).

Then

eS(z) < A12-34(z) < eS(z)+ez+z−1.
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Fig. 1. The first values ofn
√

αn(12-34)/n! between the lower and the upper bound given by Proposition 5.1.

If we write eS(z) = ∑
ln

zn

n! andeS(z)+ez+z−1 = ∑
un

zn

n! to denote the coefficients of the s
ries giving the lower and the upper bound respectively, then the graph in Fig. 1 show
values of n

√
αn(12-34)/n! for n � 13, bounded between the valuesn

√
ln/n! and n

√
un/n! for

n � 120. The two horizontal dotted lines are at height 0.7839769 and 0.8269933, which are
limn→∞ n

√
αn(σ )/n! for σ = 132 andσ = 123 respectively, given by Theorem 2.1. From t

plot it seems conceivable that limn→∞ n
√

αn(12-34)/n! = 0, although we have not succeeded
proving this.

Note that the lower bound, together with the fact thatS(z) � ez − 1 (which follows from the
definition), shows thatA12-34(z) > eS(z) � eez−1, which means thatαn(12-34) � Bn, that is, the
number of 12-34-avoiding permutations is asymptotically larger than the Bell numbers.

Proof. Let π be a permutation that avoids 12-34. This means that it has no two ascent
that the second one starts at a higher value than where the first one ends. We can wrπ =
B0a1B1a2B2a3B3 · · ·, wherea1 and the element preceding it form the first ascent ofπ , a2 and
the element preceding it form the first ascent such thata2 < a1, a3 and the element preceding
form the first ascent such thata3 < a2, and so on. By definition,B0 is a non-empty decreasin
word whose last element is less thana1, and eachBi with i � 1 can be written uniquely as
sequenceBi = wi,0wi,1wi,2 · · ·wi,ri for someri � 1 (ri can be 0 ifwi,0 is nonempty) with the
following properties:

(i) eachwi,j is a decreasing word,
(ii) for j � 1, wi,j is nonempty and its first element is bigger thanai ,

(iii) the last element of eachwi,j is less thanai ,
(iv) the last element ofBi is less thanai+1.
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These properties ensure thatπ avoids 12-34 (since noBi has an ascent aboveai ), and that the
decomposition is unique.

Ideally we would like to use this decomposition to find a generating function for the num
αn(12-34). Unfortunately, the structure of the decomposition is a bit too complicated to fin
exact formula. Instead, we will add and remove restrictions to simplify this description, w
allows us to give lower and upper bounds respectively.

To find an upper bound, we will count permutations of the formπ = B0a1B1a2B2a3B3 · · ·,
where theBi andai satisfy the properties above, except for the requirement (iv) that the
element of eachBi has to be less thanai+1. Omitting this requirement we are overcounti
permutations, and thus we get an upper bound. The first step now is to find the EGF for a
Ki of the formaiBi , whereBi satisfies properties (i), (ii) and (iii) from above.

Let us first assume thatwi,0 is empty, that is,Bi = wi,1wi,2 · · ·wi,ri . We compute the EGF fo
Ki = aiBi whereri is fixed, by induction onri . If ri = 0, then we have thatKi = ai , so the EGF
is b0(z) := z. If ri = 1, thenKi = aiwi,1, wherewi,1 is a decreasing word starting aboveai and
ending below it. The EFG forwi,1 is ez. Now, to incorporate the condition that the largest a
the smallest labels ofKi lie in wi,1, we use the double boxed product construction describe
Section 2.2. A double derivative is needed to mark the two special elements. We get that t
for such a block is

z∫
0

y∫
0

t

(
d2

dt2
et

)
dt dy =

z∫
0

y∫
0

tet dt dy = (z − 2)ez + z + 2= b1(z).

Let nowri = 2. The case in which both the largest and the smallest label ofKi = aiwi,1wi,2 are
contained inwi,2 corresponds to the EGF

z∫
0

y∫
0

b1(t)

(
d2

dt2
et

)
dt dy. (2)

If we write eachwi,j asw+
i,jw

−
i,j , separating the elements above and belowai (w+

i,j andw−
i,j

respectively), then the largest element ofKi can be either inw+
i,1 or in w+

i,2, and the smalles

element ofKi can be either inw−
i,1 or in w−

i,2. Thus, all the possibilities are obtained from t
case counted by the EGF (2) by permuting the upper and lower parts of thewi,1 andwi,2 in the
four possible different ways. It follows that the EGF forKi whenri = 2 is

4

z∫
0

y∫
0

b1(t)e
t dt dy = (z − 3)e2z + 4zez + z + 3= b2(z).

In general, ifbk−1(z) is the EGF for the caseri = k −1, then the EGF for the caseri = k is given
by

bk(z) = k2

z∫ y∫
bk−1(t)e

t dt dy.
0 0
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It is straightforward to check that the functionsbk(z) defined in the statement of the propositi
satisfy this recurrence.

The case wherewi,0 is nonempty can be treated similarly. We haveBi = w0,iwi,1wi,2 · · ·wi,ri .
If ri = 0, the EGF foraiw0,i is c0(z) := ez − 1 − z (since the block has at least 2 elements)
ri = 1, then a block of the formaiw0,iwi,1 can be obtained from the case where the largest
the smallest element are inwi,1 by permutingw0,i andw−

i,1 if necessary. This yields the EGF

2

z∫
0

y∫
0

c0(t)

(
d2

dt2
et

)
dt dy = e2z

2
+ 2(1− z)ez − z − 5

2
= c1(z).

In general, for nonemptywi,0, if ck−1(z) is the EGF for the caseri = k − 1, then the EGF for the
caseri = k is given by

ck(z) = k(k + 1)

z∫
0

y∫
0

ck−1(t)e
t dt dy.

This is the recurrence satisfied by the functionsck(z) defined in the statement of the propositio
The generating function for a set of blocksKi = aiBi of the form just described is

exp

(∑
k�0

bk(z) +
∑
k�0

ck(z)

)
= exp

(
S(z) + z + ez − 1− z

)
.

From such a set there is a unique way to form a sequencea1B1a2B2a3B3 · · · wherea1 > a2 >

a3 > · · · . Finally, we multiply byez to take into account the initial decreasing segmentB0 of the
permutationπ = B0a1B1a2B2a3B3 · · · , again relaxing the condition that its last element sho
be smaller thana1. This gives the upper boundez exp(S(z) + ez − 1) = exp(S(z) + ez + z − 1).

Now we use a similar reasoning to obtain a lower bound. We have seen thatbk(z) counts
blocks of the formaiwi,1wi,2 · · ·wi,k , where eachwi,j is a decreasing word starting aboveai

and ending below it. Ifk � 1, using the notationwi,k = w+
i,kw

−
i,k to separate the elements that a

bigger thanai from those that are smaller, we can move the last part of the block to the beg
and writeLi := w−

i,kaiwi,1wi,2 · · ·w+
i,k . Similarly, a block of the formaiwi,0wi,1wi,2 · · ·wi,k like

the ones counted byck(z) with k � 1 can be reordered asL′
i := w−

i,kaiwi,0wi,1wi,2 · · ·w+
i,k . The

EGF that counts sets of pieces of the forms given byLi andL′
i is

exp

(∑
k�1

bk(z) +
∑
k�1

ck(z)

)
= exp

(
S(z)

)
.

Ordering the pieces of such a set by decreasing order of theai , the sequence that they form b
juxtaposition is a 12-34-avoiding permutation. Besides, no such permutation is obtained i
than one way by this construction. However, notice that not every 12-34-avoiding permuta
produced by this process, hence this construction gives only a lower bound.�

The decomposition of 12-34-avoiding permutations given in the proof of Proposition 5.
be generalized to permutations avoiding a pattern of the form 12-σ . If σ = σ1σ2 · · ·σk ∈ Sk is a
consecutive pattern, 12-σ denotes the generalized pattern 12-(σ1 + 2)(σ2 + 2) · · · (σk + 2).
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Any permutationπ avoiding 12-σ can be uniquely decomposed asπ = B0a1B1a2B2a3B3 · · ·,
wherea1 and the element preceding it form the first ascent ofπ , a2 and the element precedin
it form the first ascent such thata2 < a1, a3 and the element preceding it form the first asc
such thata3 < a2, and so on. Then, by definition,B0 is a non-empty decreasing word who
last element is less thana1, and eachBi with i � 1 can be written uniquely as a sequenceBi =
wi,0Ui,1wi,1Ui,2wi,2 · · ·Ui,ri wi,ri for someri � 1 (ri can be 0 ifwi,0 is nonempty) with the
following properties:

(i) eachwi,j is a decreasing word all of whose elements are less thanai ,
(ii) eachUi,j is a nonempty permutation avoidingσ , all of whose elements are greater thanai ,

(iii) wi,j is nonempty forj � 1,
(iv) the last element ofBi is less thanai+1.

From this decomposition the following result follows immediately.

Proposition 5.2. If σ, τ are two consecutive patterns satisfyingAσ (z) = Aτ (z), thenA12-σ (z) =
A12-τ (z).

The structure of 21-σ -avoiding permutations (defined analogously) can be described
the same ideas, and it is not hard to see that the following result holds as well.

Proposition 5.3. If σ is a consecutive pattern, thenA12-σ (z) = A21-σ (z).

6. The pattern 1-23-4

Similarly to what we did for the pattern 12-34, analyzing the structure of permutations a
ing 1-23-4 we can give lower and upper bounds for the numbersαn(1-23-4). Let Cexp(z) :=∑

n�0 Cn(z
n/n!) be the EGF for the Catalan numbers.

Proposition 6.1. We have that

1

2

z∫
0

e2ey−2 dy − z

2
< A1-23-4(z) < Cexp(ez − 1

)
.

Writing 1
2

∫ z

0 e2ey−2 dy − z
2 = ∑

ln
zn

n! andCexp(ez − 1) = ∑
un

zn

n! to denote the coefficient
of the series giving the lower and the upper bound respectively, then the values ofn

√
ln/n! and

n
√

un/n! for n � 90 are plotted in Fig. 2, bounding the values ofn
√

αn(1-23-4)/n! for n � 11.
Note that the lower bound implies thatαn(1-23-4) � Bn, sincee2ez−2 � eez−1.

Proof. Let π be a permutation that avoids 1-23-4. Leta1 > a2 > a3 > · · · > ar be the left-to-
right minima ofπ , and letb1 > b2 > b3 > · · · > bs be its right-to-left maxima (recall thatπi is
a right-to-left maximum ofπ if πj < πi for all j > i). Then, marking the positions of the le
to-right minima and right-to-left maxima, we can writeπ = c1w1c2w2 · · · cr+s−1wr+s−1cr+s ,
whereci ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , ar , b1, b2, . . . , bs} for all i (in fact the number ofci ’s could be less tha
r + s if some element is simultaneously a left-to-right minimum and a right-to-left maxim
Note thatc1 = a1 andcr+s = bs . Now, the condition thatπ avoids 1-23-4 is equivalent to th
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Fig. 2. The first values ofn
√

αn(1-23-4)/n! between the lower and the upper bound given by Proposition 6.1.

fact that eachwi is a (possibly empty) decreasing word. Indeed, if there was an ascent insid
of thewi , then together with the closest left-to-right minimum to the left ofwi and the closes
right-to-left maximum to the right ofwi , it would form an occurrence of 1-23-4. On the oth
hand, it is clear that if allwi are decreasing, then no such occurrence can exist.

We use this decomposition to obtain upper and lower bounds forαn(1-23-4). Let us first show
the lower bound. For that we count only a special type of 1-23-4-avoiding permutations, n
the ones where all the left-to-right minima come before all the right-to-left maxima. Sucπ

can be written asπ = a1w1a2w2 · · ·arwrb1wr+1b2wr+2 · · ·wr+s−1bs , where for 1� i � r the
elements of the decreasing wordswi have values betweenai andb1, and forr � i � r + s −1 the
elements ofwi have values betweenar andbi+1. The EGF for the parta1w1a2w2 · · ·ar−1wr−1
is eez−1, since it is an arbitrary 1-23-avoiding permutation (see the example following Pro
tion 3.1). Similarly, the EGF for the partwr+1b2wr+2 · · ·wr+s−1bs is alsoeez−1 (it can be viewed
as a set of blocks of the formwr+ibi+1, each one contributingez − 1, arranged by decreasin
order of thebi ’s). The decreasing wordwr contributesez. Now, to get the EGF for the whole pe
mutationa1w1a2w2 · · ·arwrb1wr+1b2wr+2 · · ·wr+s−1bs we use the boxed product constructi
to require that the biggest element of the block isb1 and the smallest one isar . The EGF that we
obtain is

z∫
0

y∫
0

eet−1
(

d

dt
t

)
et

(
d

dt
t

)
eet−1 dt dy = 1

2

z∫
0

(
e2ey−2 − 1

)
dy,

which gives a lower bound for the coefficients ofA1-23-4(z).
To find the upper bound, first step is to consider permutations of the formπ = c1w1c2w2 · · ·

cr+s−1wr+s−1cr+s where all thewi are empty. Such permutations, where every element is e
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a left-to-right minimum or a right-to-left maximum, are precisely those avoiding 1-2-3, w
are counted by the Catalan numbers. Thus, the EGF for such permutations isCexp(z).

The next step is to insert a decreasing wordwi after eachci . If ci is a left-to-right minimum,
we require that the elements ofwi are bigger thanci , so the EGF for the blockciwi is ez − 1.
We omit the requirement that the elements ofwi have to be smaller than the nearest right-to-
maximum to the right ofwi ; this is why we only get an upper bound. Similarly, ifcj is a right-to-
left maximum, we require that the elements ofwj are smaller thancj , so the EGF for the bloc
cjwj is alsoez − 1. We also omit the requirement that after the last right-to-left maximum t
is no decreasing word. Replacing eachci for a blockciwi as just described translates in terms
generating functions into substitutingez − 1 for the variablez in Cexp(z). This gives the state
upper bound. �

The upper bound given in the above proposition yields the following corollary.

Corollary 6.2. We have that

lim
n→∞

(
αn(1-23-4)

n!
)1/n

= 0.

Proof. The power seriesCexp(z) can be bounded by

Cexp(z) <
∑
n�0

4n zn

n! = e4z,

which converges for allz. Therefore, so doesCexp(ez − 1), which is an upper bound fo
A1-23-4(z). The result follows now from the fact that if

∑
n fnz

n is an analytic function in the
whole complex plane, then limn→∞ n

√
fn = 0 (see [12, Chapter 4] for a discussion).�

If σ = σ1σ2 · · ·σk−2 ∈ Sk−2 is a consecutive pattern, let 1-σ -k denote the generalized patte
1-(σ1 + 1)(σ2 + 1) · · · (σk−2 + 1)-k. The decomposition of 1-23-4-avoiding permutations gi
in the proof of the above proposition can be generalized to permutations avoiding any pa
the form 1-σ -k.

Any permutationπ that avoids 1-σ -k can be uniquely decomposed asπ = c1w1c2w2 · · ·
cm−1wm−1cm, where theci are all the left-to-right minima and right-to-left maxima ofπ , and
eachwi is a permutation that avoidsσ , all of whose elements are bigger than the closest lef
right minimum to its left and smaller than the closest right-to-left maximum to its right.

Using exactly the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, we obtain the foll
lower and upper bounds for the numbersαn(1-σ -k).

Proposition 6.3. Letσ ∈ Sk−2 be a consecutive pattern, and let1-σ -k be defined as above. The

z∫
0

u∫
0

e2
∫ y

0 Aσ (t) dt+y dy du < A1-σ -k(z) < Cexp

( z∫
0

Aσ (t) dt

)
.
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Corollary 6.4. With the same definitions as in the above proposition,

lim
n→∞

(
αn(1-σ -k)

n!
)1/n

= lim
n→∞

(
αn(σ )

n!
)1/n

.

Proof. The upper and lower bounds forA1-σ -k(z) given in Proposition 6.3 are analytic functio
of Aσ (z), since essentially they only involve exponentials and integrals. Therefore,A1-σ -k(z) and
Aσ (z) have the same radius of convergence, hence the limits above coincide.�

Finally, the following proposition is an immediate consequence of the structure of 1σ -k-
avoiding permutations discussed above. In particular, it implies thatA1-23-4(z) = A1-32-4(z).

Proposition 6.5. If σ, τ are two consecutive patterns inSk−2 satisfyingAσ (z) = Aτ (z), then
A1-σ -k(z) = A1-τ -k(z).

7. Other patterns

In Section 6 we have proved thatαn(1-23-4) � Bn and thatαn(1-23-4) 	 cnn! for any con-
stantc > 0. For the pattern 12-34, we showed in Section 5 that the analogue to the first sta
holds as well, and the second one seems to be true from numerical computations. It rem
an open problem to describe precisely the asymptotic behavior ofαn(σ ) for these two patterns
and for several remaining generalized patterns of length 4.

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the initial values (connected by lines) of the sequencesn
√

αn(σ )/n!
for other cases that appear to have some interest. The two dotted lines at the bottom of th
correspond to the sequencesn

√
Cn/n! and n

√
Bn/n!, which are known to tend to 0 asn goes to

Fig. 3. The first values ofn
√

αn(σ )/n! for several generalized patternsσ .
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infinity. The two dashed lines that start at the same point (around 0.941) and tend to a consta
correspond to the sequencesn

√
αn(132)/n! and n

√
αn(123)/n!, for which their limits are known

by Theorem 2.1 to be 0.7839769 and 0.8269933 respectively. Among the lines starting at 1,
two dotted ones correspond to the patterns 1-23-4 (the lower line) and 12-34 (the upp
discussed in the previous sections.

Of the two solid lines, the one below corresponds to the pattern 3-14-2. This patte
a special interest because all of its subpatterns of length 3 are among those in part
Proposition 4.4. Since it does not contain any of the patterns in part (i), we cannot sa
αn(3-14-2) � Bn for all n. In fact, comparing the slopes in Fig. 3 it seems quite plausible
αn(3-14-2) grows more slowly thanBn, and proving this is an interesting open question.
other solid line in the plot corresponds to the pattern 13-24, for which we do not kno
asymptotic behavior either.

This paper is the first attempt to study the asymptotic behavior of the numbersαn(σ ) whereσ

is an arbitrary generalized pattern. Despite the fact that we have been unable to provide a
description of this behavior in most cases, we hope that our work shows the intricatenes
problem and the amount of questions that it opens. The main goal of further research
direction would be to give a complete classification of all generalized patterns according
asymptotic behavior ofαn(σ ) asn goes to infinity.

Another interesting open problem is to find the value of limn→∞ n
√

αn(σ )/n! for patternsσ
in Case 2, for which this limit is known to be a constant. The analogous problem for pa
in Case 1, namely finding limn→∞ n

√
αn(σ ) for classical patternsσ , is a current direction o

research as it remains open for most patterns as well (see [4,6]).
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